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Abstract: This study aims to analyze the impact of their work on a part-time sideline

learning activities and academic achievement. The study population was a student of Faculty

of teacher training and education science education geography class B Education in 2019, the

State University of Jember. 20 samples were selected using random proportional approach

sampling.Para working students have a lower time to learn than non-working student.

working student achievement is lower than students of non-kerja.Metode used in this study is

survey.Metode it is a method that directly to the existence of a fenomena.Sebagai improvers

in understanding the phenomenon also carried out a questionnaire and wawancara.Kuesioner

used in an attempt to get The primary data of a research student.
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1. Introduction

Modern business entities operating under conditions of high competition and feel the

consequences of the globalization process pay attention more and more to increase the

attractiveness of the goods they offer and choose the most optimal business model. In

addition, the dynamics and scope of the changes that came with employers in almost every

level of activity requires them to continue to observe and analyze the process that is

happening around them, and thus to react and adapt quickly to the new economic realities.

Maintaining a competitive position in the market is increasingly dependent on the resources

available information and skills needed to manage them. It is often stressed that the

information is a key factor in the production of the modern enterprise.(Abdulkarim, Zainul,

and Maryani, 2014).Bahwa main motivation for the move is the economic motive, motive

which develops due to the economic disparities between the various regions. By the direction

of the population tends to a city that has a relative strength is expected to meet its economic

strings attached. (OKU Selatan. 2017). Especially in this millennial era, seems to sideline has

become a hobby and student priorities. In addition to increase revenue for the perpetrators of



migration, this side job also serves as a means of distribution of talent, especially for those

who have special expertise in particular fields and take advantage of existing materials will

be trained to develop the talent that will earn extra income. The economic factor is still the

dominating reason the migrants to move (migrate) in all regions in Indonesia. Side job also

reduces the excessive pressure on the primary objective of immigrants, because we are faced

with one specific area that does not create stress and get together with friends to get a new

spirit to work together and share stories.

Side job is a common way that allows people, especially immigrants to supplement their

income. One of the students who take an active role in this second job is a student. Although

the income from a side job is not too big, but they feel pretty and to feel pleasure while doing

this side job. The problem that often occurs when there is a sideline activity for pmahasiswa

is they often forget to split time between his main goal for college by moonlighting

undertaken. As a result, the coursework is very inefficient and make priorities toward decline.

For the sake of income and also demands this side job, sometimes students forget and put

aside its main task as a student at one of the colleges. According to (Sarah & Hudson, 2005)

Local workers threatened by foreign workers need lower payments, quality of work, and

other benefits. (Spr CR, 2012).

Results of previous studies show that students at that time did not put forward a side job.

At that time side job done by students who migrate to other cities, other provinces or even to

another country to pursue higher education just to earn extra income to make ends meet. But

in this millennial era sideline more promising even income from side jobs performed by

students during college can exceed their primary employment at the time of graduation from

university. A second job also has many contributions to the students' skills in the workforce.

Students not only get the theory in college but also can apply the theory they have learned in

the world of work. Many positive and negative sides caused by a side job done by the

students against their aktfitas as a student. Academic achievement can only be achieved by

students who spent more time in academic-related activities outside the classroom (eg,

reading text, completed the task, learning, and preparing reports) (And JOBP, 2017). The

negative side of the work performed by the students, among others, learning time and rest

less so if the students do not have good time management may result in the abandonment of

duty ?? tasks assigned by the campus lebuh even worse results in the longer it takes them to

complete pedidikan, the concentration of students will also be split between the college with

a side job done. Obtained positive side of the side job done by the students, among others;

students can support their own life and not just relying on the monthly money that is given by



parents, students become more independent and responsible, the students also get additional

knowledge and skills in the workplace.

Study based on previous research was not too make sebegai side job priorities, unlike any

generation, in this millennial era sideline the main priorities perpetrators of migration which

causes a lack of efficiency of their primary job.

Research on the desire moonlighting students have previously also been appointed as a

research topic by previous investigators. So to examine this theme are expected to learn from

previous studies as a reference tool for researchers today. 2 previous studies have tried to

examine the factors that can affect the motivation of students who study while working part

time, students who work full time and students who do not work. The method used in this

research is by taking a sample of 250 students from seven public and private universities in

Pekalongan. Results from previous studies have demonstrated that the factors that influence

in motivating themselves to study the family environment or the motivation of the parents.

Past research more 3 examines the impact on learning activities and academic achievement of

students who have jobs. Data collection techniques derived from previous research using

questionnaires, documentation and took a sample of 205 respondents using proportional

random sampling technique. The purpose of using the questionnaire filling technique in prior

research to ensure about the validity and reliability. Instrument development is also done

based on the construction described above. The results of this first study stated that students'

learning activities that have part-time jobs tend to be lower than in students who do not have

jobs. The previous study stated that students who work part-time negative impact on student

learning activities. Can diamabil conclusions from previous research is that students who

work have low academic achievement with a view of learning activities. Past research has

differences with the current research. Differences were found in study 2 that this study

discusses the factors that can influence student motivation to learn the work, whereas in the

present study discusses the reasons or factors that affect the students to have a sideline

employment. The population in the earlier study are students of public and private colleges

located in the town of Pekalongan, Researchers used descriptive qualitative method through

observation, interviews, and documentation.(In Sleman, & Specialties, nd)

Based on the problems found in previous studies and the present study, the authors are

interested to study the problem of students who wish to have a second job. The assessment

was given the title ?? WORKING SIDE EFFECT OF EDUCATION COLLEGE FACULTY

STUDENT UNIVERSITY Teaching and Education JEMBER ??.



2. result

Table 1 In Finding Jobs

Name Origin

In Finding Jobs

botheratio

n

Easy Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS

AGUSTIN

Banyuwangi Yes

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Yes

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Yes

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Not to

Attempt

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Not to

Attempt

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno Not to

Attempt

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo

NANDA Yuliasih

TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana

PRINCESS

Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Yes

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Not to

Attempt

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Not to



Attempt

FARAH dibah NOVI

ARTHA

SOFI CHORINA Ramadhani muddy Not to

Attempt

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Summber: Employment Questionnaire 2019

College while working is no stranger among students. Many considerations that form

the basis of students choosing college while working. Not a few people who decided to work

while studying in order to get a higher education degree.(Lopez et al., 2015)

Vary the way students in obtaining information about job vacancies anyone to quickly

find information about the job through social media, print and magazines, there is also trouble

in seeking information about jobs dikarenakn environmental conditions are unfavorable, and

some have not ever tried to find info on a second job because they focus with lectures and

activities at the university muddy.

Table 2 Parents Giving Work Permit Outside

Name Origin

Family Gives Permission

Diijika

n

Not Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS AGUSTIN Banyuwangi Yes

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Yes

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Yes

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Yes

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Yes

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno



EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo Yes

NANDA Yuliasih TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana PRINCESS Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Not to Tell

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Not to Tell

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Yes

FARAH dibah NOVI ARTHA

SOFI CHORINA Ramadhani muddy Yes

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

Hartayo (1981) concluded that the outpouring of hours of work for rural communities

selaindipengaruhi olehupah also influenced by the possession of the land area of arable land

danjumlahanggotakeluarga.Makinbanyak jumlahanggota yangdigarapdan family, the

outpouring of household work hours increase.(Factors, Ekonottti, Economics, and Gadjah,

1997)

In the search for a second job there are some parents who give permission due to family

economic circumstances of students were great and daily needs are increasing, there are also

parents of students who did not give permission to take other jobs due to want their children

to focus their studies and follow activity jember.dan held at the university there are also

students who did not ask for permission bekerjan sideline to parents for fear of not given

permission to take other jobs.

Table 3 Likes Employment

Name Origin
Liked Employment

like Not Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS AGUSTIN Banyuwangi Yes

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Not yet working

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Not yet working



MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Not yet working

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Not yet working

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Not yet found

Arya Bagas Hendratno

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo Not yet working

NANDA Yuliasih TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana PRINCESS Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Not yet working

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Not yet working

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Not yet working

FARAH dibah NOVI ARTHA

SOFI CHORINA Ramadhani muddy Not yet working

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

In meeting the needs of students mostly opt to take other jobs to earn their own

income and most students liked by moonlighting is caused by moonlighting a mahsiswa can

obtain pengahasilan more so that income can be saved and used for membentu meet daily

needs and also used in the purchase of equipment campus.

Taber 4 How to Share Class Dangan Time Employment

Name Origin
How To Split Time

Part time Holiday Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS AGUSTIN Banyuwangi Free time

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Not yet

working



CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Free time

QORIANDINI Terri Not yet

working

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Not yet

working

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Not yet

working

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno Not yet

working

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo

NANDA Yuliasih TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana PRINCESS Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Not yet

working

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Not yet

working

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Not yet

working

FARAH dibah NOVI ARTHA Not yet

working

SOFI CHORINA Ramadhani muddy Yes

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

College while working is certainly not easy for students to focus on the lecture, so a

little more influence student results. Risk college student while working, they also have to

focus on a job that became sambilannya.(Relation, 2019) Each student has a different way

depending in split time lectures with pekrjaan side is using vacation time to work so it does

not interfere with the activity of subjects as well as leisure time diasaat luburan, there are also



some students who work while studying with a record of prioritizing lecture beforehand

kemudiah when spare time used to obtain income by moonlighting.

Taber 5 to Adequate Employment Income Student Needs

Name Origin

Income pekejaan Side

Enoug

h

Less Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS

AGUSTIN

Banyuwangi Income Variable

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Does not work

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Yes

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Does not work

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Does not work

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo Does not work

NANDA Yuliasih

TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana

PRINCESS

Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Does not work

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Does not work

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Does not work



FARAH dibah NOVI

ARTHA

SOFI CHORINA

Ramadhani

muddy Does not work

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

Needs of each student berfariasi anyone has a high demand and there is also what it

could lead to job income sapingan students also varied no income from sideline to meet daily

needs there is also the revenue side jobs that can not meet the daily needs due to the state

family economics student and also needs to increase.Striking a balance between the needs of

college with course work requires its own strategy. Self-Regulated Learning is a learning theory that

konstruktifis embracing vision of an ideal student.(Ardiansyah & Harmanto, 2016)

Table 6 Interest Entrepreneurship

Name Origin
desire Entrepreneurship

Want Not Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS

AGUSTIN

Banyuwangi Yes

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Yes

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Yes

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Yes

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Yes

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo

NANDA Yuliasih



TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana

PRINCESS

Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Yes

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Yes

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi Yes

FARAH dibah NOVI

ARTHA

SOFI CHORINA

Ramadhani

muddy Yes

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

Entrepreneurship (entrepreneurship) is a creative and innovative capability as the basis of,

tips, and resources to find opportunities for success (Suryana, 2009: 2). A person can become

an Entrepreneur by having a self-motivation is the underlying reason for an act committed by

an individual to achieve what he wanted to do his job as a business.(Geometry & Analysis,

nd)

According to Suryana (2003), the characteristic attitudes and behaviors necessary for

entrepreneurship can succeed is as follows: (1) have a high commitment and determination to

devote all his attention to the business.(Wahyuni, 2008)

College while working is not new among students. Various reasons lie behind them,

but the problems that need to watch the students work is not easy to divide their time between

study and work. In order to obtain satisfactory academic achievement learn the necessary

skills.(Daulay & Rola, 2009)

Busyness is not limited to students studying on campus, but also to work or off-

campus entrepreneurship.(Octavia & Nugraha, 2013).Mahasiswa who works certainly have

differences when compared with students who did not work. The difference can be seen from

an economic standpoint, the motivation, perseverance, discipline, tenacity, even to academic

achievement.(Nalim, 2014)

Most of the students want to entrepreneurship itself because of many factors one of

them for wanting memilii own income, learn to live independently, you want to feel happy



entrepreneurship difficult and also want to give to parents.(Consumer, Yang, Sales, Girl, &

Jacky, 2009)

Table 7 Experiencing Difficulties Working Inside Outside

Name Origin
Difficulties in Work

difficulty Easy Other reason

ZOEGAS BAYU INDRA muddy Yes

Maudy PRINCESS

AGUSTIN

Banyuwangi Yes

KEN Rayi Naila ADNI Kediri Yes

CHACHAN GUSTI RAWA Ngawi Yes

QORIANDINI Terri Yes

MOHAMMAD ZAKI

PRASETYO

Probolinggo Does not work

BEAUTIFUL AISYAH

YULIANTI

muddy Does not work

SITI Izza Alfina

LIA PUSPITA

WAHYUNINGRAT

Probolinggo Yes

Arya Bagas Hendratno

EKA Joseph Ward

ZAHRATIL Maulia Probolinggo Does not work

NANDA Yuliasih

TRIWIGATI

ANNISA Septiana

PRINCESS

Tuban Yes

DELFINDO

PURNAWIRANDA

muddy Does not work

RIZAL Hilmi Banyuwangi Yes

VIRA ELFIANI Banyuwangi Does not work

DIAN Ratna HANDAYANI Banyuwangi

FARAH dibah NOVI

ARTHA



SOFI CHORINA

Ramadhani

muddy Does not work

ULFA MAZIDAH muddy Yes

Source: Employment in 2019

It can be seen that the reason the background for college students while work is for

their financial needs in order to help in the family economy.(Learning and Work, 2013)

Most students have difficulties in working due to several factors which vary one

factor difficulties experienced by students working side that is due to run out of capital and so

can not buy goods orders for resale, delivery of which is not in accordance with the order, the

consumer who cancels order and so forth, there are some students who do not have difficulty

in moonlighting because these students are already experienced in moonlighting.(Di et al.,

Nd)

Table 8 Interview With Topics Activities Employment

Name Why Choose To Work Outside

Ulfa

Mazidah
To increase revenue due to the necessities of life are increasingly high

Maudy

Putri

Agustin

To increase revenue, independent learning and want to help parents pay for college

in

Lia

Puspita

To increase revenue, wants to become an independent person who can earn their

own money and also want to help parents in my college fund

Source: Employment in 2019

College while working is no stranger among students. Many considerations that form

the basis of students choosing college while working. Not

The need for increasing life also makes the students have to find ways to afford

sufficient need for education and also for the cost of his life. Some students find a way out by

working.(Learning and Work, 2013)

Third average respondents replied that they choose to take other jobs due to earn their

own income, independent study, could help parents in finance college so they opt to take

other jobs.



3. Discussion

From the results of the study the researchers showed that the interest of university

students muddy especially of class B education geography in entrepreneurship classified in

the high category because almost all students of class B Geography Education has an interest

in entrepreneurship itself but the desire is there that are implemented by way of other jobs to

earn own income to help meet the daily needs, there is also a desire not terselenggarakan

there are some class B Geography Education students who are interested in entrepreneurship

but no effort to achieve it. Based on all the journals, class B students get some benefits as

well as additional income, they also get more work friends and also they add insight into

bersosial. Nurdin (2018) the results of this study show the influence of demographic factors include

fertility, mortality, and migration on population growth is the F> M and positive migration rises (N) in the

District SumbersariJember, East Java.

Migration make the city has natural hazards, Kurnianto (2018) The parameter used in this

research is (1) land use, (2) topography, and (3) soil. The revenue earned from side jobs used to

buy their daily needs, school needs and partly also saved in the bank, though not all of the

side job to make ends meet class B setiknya meraka students feel proud of being able to earn

from his efforts alone. This finding suported by Kurniasari (2018) The results showed that

vehicle density most often occurs in the morning and evening. Kurnianto (2018) According to the data we

obtain from the field between the influence of population growth, the economy and unemployment on

average the rate of growth is slow and the people are still quite backward, still need more attention for

environment effect and there are concrete actions for the development of the Maesan

region. Education is very important, this is suppoerted by Ikhsan (2018) The results of both

observational studies provide research experience, motivation, critical and scientific thinking skills for

students represented in the mapping of the area.

4. Materials and Methods

This research was conducted at the University of Jember, at the stage where in the phase
of analysis, the writer wrote about a university student side job Jember, identifying how to
process the results of a second job and how to share time with the lecture. Prior to
interviewing authors should first understand what it is about sapingan work and how the
process so that when the interview can be conducted properly and smoothly.

To obtain the data the authors conducted a survey and interview methods directly to
related parties on a second job to strengthen the documentation included with the author
analyzes the results.
1. Survey methods, this method is done by compiling a list of questions to be posed to the

respondents in the form of a populasi.Dalam sample survey research, researchers have



characteristics or causal relationship between variables without the intervention of
researchers

2. Interview methods, interviewing is a method of collecting data by conducting question
and answer directly carried out systematically and based with the aim
penelitian.Wawancara conducted in this study is denganmewawancarai some students of
class B Geography Education with an interest in entrepreneurship.

Based on studies that researched, this research use descriptive research kualitatif.jenis
this study can facilitate in the study and the type of pemelitian is expected to provide a
clear picture of student interest in entrepreneurship for students of Class B khisusnya
Geography Education.

5. Conclusion

From the research results variable interest in entrepreneurship for students high
enough to start a business but it takes time as well as a strong motivational force and
sufficient capital.

This research has the disadvantage that a discrepancy of respondents answered in the
questionnaire that the authors provide, causing the authors to conclude jawaban.dengan their
hard these shortcomings suggested for further research to be carried out in order to explain in
more detail how to answer the questions of keisioner given.
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